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$1. INTFtODUCTION 
LET BSO and BSPL be the classifying spaces for oriented, stable vector bundles and oriented, 
stable piecewise Iinear (PL) microbundles respectively [9]. Let p: BSU + BSPL be the natural 
map. The relative homotopy groups nj(B.SPL, BSO) are isomorphic to the groups Ti-r of 
differentiable structures on spheres [S], which are finite [7]. Hence by a result of Serre [lO]p* 
induces an isomorphism H*(BSPL, Q) r I;r*(SSO, Q). Thus H*(BSPL, Q) cz: Q[pr, p2, . . .] 
where the pjg H”J(BSPL, Q) are the combinatorial Pontryagin classes defined by Thorn [12].? 
For a good exposition of PL Pontryagin classes, see Milnor [S]. 
For combinatorial manifolds, the Pontryagin classes are not necessarily integral. 
A natural problem is thus to describe im(H*(BSPL, Z) + H*(BSPL, Q)). 
Our main result is easily stated in terms of the Hirzebruch classes L,(p, *** p,)~ H4” 
(BSO, Q) [6]. Recall that L,(p, *a* p,) = (l/~&‘&r *** p,) where L’,,(p, *a- P,)E H4” 
(BSO, Z) is a polynom~a1 in the Pontryagin classes with relatively prime integral co- 
efficients Cl], and ,u, = n p[4@(P--t)1 h b t e rackets indicating the integral part of 
primes p> 2 
4n/2(p - I). Further, PL Pontryagin classes are defined so that the L-class satisfies 
(L,(p,(M) *** p,(M)), [M4”]) = index M4” 
for any closed, oriented, fL 4n-manifold M4”. Our main theorem is: 
THEOREM 1.1. 2%~ chss pnL,, = l$~H4”(BSPL, Q) is integrui, that is, lies in the image 
of H4”(BSPL, Z) -+ H4”(BSPL, Q). 
For instance, the first three classes are: 
L’, = 3L, = pi 
L$ = 32-5L, = 7p, - pr2 
G = 33V5*7L3 = 62p, - 13p,p, -+- 2p;. 
Theorem 1.1 is proved in $2, assuming the following key lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let li(N+an+4) be the N + 4n + 4 skeleton of the Eilenberg-MacLane space 
K(Z, N), N > 4n + 5. Then there is amap f : K(N+4”+4) 4 MSO(N) satisfying f*(u) = p, - (I) 
where u~~~~MS~(N), Z) is the Thorn class and 1~ HN(K(N*4n+4), Z) is the fundamental 
class. 
t See also: V. A. ROHLIN and A. S. SVARC. The combinatorial invariance of Pontryagin classes. Dokl. 
Akad. Nauk SSSR (N.S.) 114 (1957), 490-493. 
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The proof of Lemma 2.1, which is given in $4, leans heavily on the ” mod p ” description 
of the Thorn spectrum LMSO given in [2]. 
In $5 we discuss briefly some further results on im(H*(BSPL, Z[ l/2]) + H*(BSPL, Q)) 
which imply that Theorem 1.1 is not best possible. That is, we show im(H*(BSPL, Z) --f 
H*(BSPL , Q)) 2 Z[L’,, z2 , . . .]. We conclude 55 with some unsettled questions and a 
conjecture. 
As another application of Lemma 2.1, we also prove in $2 the following result on 
realizing homology classes by manifolds. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let xeH,+,(X,Z) h I\’ ere k, q 2 0 and X is q - 1 connected. Let 
n = [k - l/4]. Then there is a dtifferentiable manifold Mq+k and a map f : &fqt k + X such that 
f*([hf”“]) = /f”‘X. 
We then prove in $3 that in the stable range, p(. is the smallest positive integer with this 
property, even if J4 is allowed to be a PL manifold. That is: 
THEOREM 1.3. Let q > 4n + 2. Then there is a q - 1 connected space X and a class 
XEHq+.+n+l(X, Z> such that tf g : Mqf4”+’ +X satisfies g*([tbf]) = u;x where M is a 
closed PL mantfold and u, E Z, then u, divides CL, .
The author wishes to thank Professor F. P. Peterson and Professor A. T. Vasquez for 
several useful discussions. 
52. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1.1 AND I.2 
Let KcN+j) denote the N +i skeleton of the Eilenberg-MacLane space K(Z, N), and 
let MSO(N) and MSPL(N) be, respectively, the Thorn spaces of the universal vector bundle 
and PL bundle of dimension N. We will assume in this section the following lemma, which 
will be proved in $4. 
Let N > 4n + 5. Then 
LEMMA 2.1. There exists a mapf : K(N+4nf4) -+ MSO(N) such thatf*(u) = p(.* (I) where 
u E HN(MSO(N), Z) is the Thorn class and I E HN(K (N+4n+4), Z) is the fundamental class, and 
A = 
I%‘2b- I)1 
rIP . 
primer pS 2 
In this section we will prove 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose there is a map _fpL:K(N+4nt1) --f MSPL(N) such that f&(u) = 
CL;(I),U,EZ. Thenfor any PL manifold MN’4n, the characteristic class TV, -L,(M) E H4”(M, Q) 
of the tangent bundle of M, is integral. 
We will prove Lemma 2.2 for closed MN+4n, but it follows from Corollary 2.3 below 
that Lemma 2.2 also holds for manifolds with boundary. Note that Corollary 2.3 contains 
Theorem 1.1. 
COROLLARY 2.3. The univeral class u(n L,,E H’“(BSPL, Q) is integral. Moreover, if’ CL,, 
is as in Lemma 2.2, then u, divides aL,. 
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Proof of Corollary 2.3. There is the natural map i : 3ISO(N) + ILISPL(N) which corre- 
sponds Thorn classes, hence the compositionf,, = i.f : K(~V”“-‘) + !\f.SO(N) + MSPL(N) 
satisfies Gil = ,D”. (I), where f is as in Lemma 2.1. By Lemma 2.2, the class 
/ln L,(!bl) E l?“(M, Q) 
is integral for all PL manifolds Mvl’“. But a familiar construction shows that for suitably 
large IV there is a closed PL manifold MY “” whose tangent bundle is a universal bundle 
for bundles over spaces of dimension less than or equal to 4n. For instance, given any 
finite complex X of dimension d, one can embed X in a Euclidean space of dimension 
greater than 2d + 1, and choose a regular neighborhood Ct/. Since !Yis homotopy equivalent 
to X, Poincare duality implies that the pair (W, d W) is d + 1 connected. Thus Y = 8 W 
is a closed z-manifold whose d-skeleton is homotopy equivalent to X. We apply this 
construction where X is the 4n-skeleton of BSPL. Over the resulting x-manifold V, there is a 
PL sphere bundle of large fibre dimension which is universal for spaces of low dimension. 
For, stably, the theories of PL microbundles and PL sphere bundles are equivalent. Let 
M N”” be the total space of this sphere bundle. Clearly ~,L,EH’“(BSPL, Q) is an integral 
class if p. L,,(M) E H”“(M, Q) is integral. 
The second statement in the corollary follows from the fact that /in L, = L:, has relatively 
prime integral coefficients as a class in H”“(BS0, Z). Hence if ~(,L,,E H’“(BSPL, Q) is 
integral then p*(cc, L,) = a(n L,EH”“(BSO, Q) is integral, hence x, must be a multiple of p”. 
We now turn to the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
SUBLEMMA 2.4. Let Mm fq be a closed manifold and let y E H4(M, Q). Then y is an integral 
class if and only if for all XE Hm(M, Z). The Kronecker product (y u x, [Mm+4]) is an 
integer. 
Proof. This is a straightforward application of Poincart duality. The isomorphism 
r)[A4] : H”(M, Z) 2; H&M, Z), t ogether with the universal coefficient theorem, implies 
that if (yux, [M])EZ for all XEH"(X,Z), then there is a class y’~H~(fI4, Z), unique 
modulo torsion, satisfying (y’, x n CM]) = (y u x, [Ml). But (y’, x fl [Ml) = + (y’ u x, 
[Ml), hence, by non-degeneracy of the cup product pairing, y = 4 y’ in Hq(M, Q), hence y 
is integral Thus, to show that z;L,(M)E Hdn(MNf4”, Q) is an integral class it suffices to 
show that (rl;L,(M) U x’, [M]) = (L,(M) U x, [M]) is an integer where x’EI?‘(M, Z) 
and x = c(;x’. 
Form the composition h: M % K (N+4”+1)e% MSPL(N) where g*(r) = x’ hence 
h*(U) = g*fp*L(U) = g*(a”.r)= CL,’ x’= x. Applying Williamson’s combinatorial t-regularity 
theorem [14], we may assume that h is t-regular to BSPL(N) with L4” = h-‘(BSPL(N)) a PL 
4n-submanifold of MN+4”with a normal microbundle u in Mclassified by h!,:L’” -+ BSPL(N). 
That is, there is a homotopy commutative diagram: 
2.5 
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where r(p) is the Thorn space of c, c is the identity on the total space of c and collapses 
M - u to the point at infinity in T(v), and ti is induced by a bundle map. 
Since H’V+j(K(~V+i”i’), Q) = 0 for 0 <j I4f7, the maps in rational cohomology 
associated to diagram 2.5 and the inclusion LA” c M.“+“’ have nice properties. If iv = 
(i . 13 12 - - - i,), let pw = p’;l + p$ * - - p>. 
SUBLEMMA 2.6. Let i: L’” + MNcJn be the inclusion. 
If pHS is a monomial of dimension 4n, then 
(i) i*p,(M) = p,(L) and 
(ii) (p,(M) u x, [AI]) = (p,(L), [I;]), where x = h*(u) 
Note that Lemma 2.2 follows from this and Sublemma 2.4 since (L,(M) u x, [M]) = 
(L,(L), [L]) = index L4” is certainly an integer. 
Proof of Lemma 2.6. We have the microbundle equation t,,l, = t, + u where t, and t, 
are respectively the tangent bundles of M and L. By the Whitney sum formula, i*p,(M) = 
p,,,(L) + Cp’(L)p”(u) where the terms p”(v) have degree greater than zero. Let $:H*(L, Q) 2; 
H*+N(7’(u), Q) be the Thorn isomorphism. In the top dimension there are also iso- 
morphisms 
c*4: H4”(L4”, Z) N HN+J”(T(V), Z) Tz: HN+4”(M”+J”, Z) = z 
hence (i) follows if c*~#~(p’(L)p”(o)) = 0. 
Partially order the monomials in the classes p,(L), pi(u) by the total degree of the pi(L) 
factors. For any monomial 4’ in Pontryagin classes, we see that 
2.7 q’(L) = i*q’(M) - (terms lower than q’(L)). 
In particular, p’(L) = i*p’(M) - (lower terms), hence 
c*&p’(L)p”(u)) = c*$(i*p’(M)*p”(o)) - c*4((lower terms).p”(u)). 
Now the Thorn-Gysin homomorphism c*c$: H*(L, Q) --f H*+“(M, Q) has the following 
standard multiplicative property [I] : 
2.8 If ye H*(kJ), aE H*(L) then y U c*4(a) = c*(i*y u &a)) = c*+(i*y u a). 
Thus 
c*&p’(L)p”(u)) = p’(M) U c*~(p”(u)) - c*4((lower terms)p”(u)). 
But since HN+j(K(N+4n+ I), Q) = 0 for 0 <j < 4n, we see from diagram 2.5 that 
2.9 c*&(q”(u)) = 0 
where q”(u) is any monomial of degree greater than zero in the Pontryagin classes of u. 
Hence 
c*~(p’(L)p”(o)) = p’(M) U c*f$(p”(u)) - c*$((lower terms)*p”(u)) = 0 
by an easy decreasing induction on the degree of the pi(L) factors in the (lower terms), 
making use of 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9. This proves (i). 
Statement (ii)is nowcIearsincec*4(I) = h*(u) = x hence p,(M) U x = p,(~)u c*&l) = 
c*$(i*p,(W) = c*&k(L)). 
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We now turn to our second application of Lemma 2.1, namely, Theorem 1.2. If X 
is any complex of dimension d, then, as in the proof of Corollary 2.3, we can find a manifold 
Vand a map r : V-r X which is a homotopy equivalence on the t/-skeletons. Thus Theorem 1.2 
is implied by the following. 
COROLLARY 2.10. Let V be a q - 1 connected, N + q + k manifold, N > q + k + 1, 
and let XEH q+k(V, 2). Then ~1”. x is represented by a q + k dimensional subcariety of V, 
bvhere n = [k - l/4]. 
Proof. PoincarC duality gives an isomorphism cp: H,,,(V, Z) r HN(V, Z) and, by the 
work of Thorn [ 1 I], p”e x is represented by a subvariety of V if and only if there is a map 
h : V -+ MSO(N) satisfying h*(u) = &p; x) E HS( V, Z). 
Define g: V + K(Z, N) by g*(l) = (p(x). Let O”+q+’ c i/ be an embedded disc, and let 
v0 = I/ - int(DN+q+k). V, c V is a manifold with boundary S.V+qtk-L. Now g j V,, de- 
forms into the skeleton K(N+4n+4) c K(Z, N), for the cohomology groups H.vt4(nf’)-j(VO) N_ 
Hq+a-4(n+ 1)-j (V) = 0 for allj 2 1, since V is q - 1 connected and Fc I 4(n + 1). Consider 
the composition h, =fo g : V, + K (N+4n+4) + MSO(N) where f is as in Lemma 2.1. By 
Thorn’s t-regularity theorem [ll], one may assume that h,‘(BSO(N)) = Mzlk, smock c 
V,, dV, is an embedded submanifold. Clearly, h, extends to a map h: T/ -+ MSO(N), for 
instance by embedding Mz+k, aMqOfk c D”+@‘, S”‘q+k-l extending the embedding 
ablg+k c av, = SN+q+k-1. Since h IV, =fog, it is clear that h*(u) = g*f*(u) = g*(p;l) = 
~(~; x), as desired. 
$3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3 
By Lemma 2.1 there is a map fpL:K(N+4n+1) --+ MSPL(N) satisfying f&(u) = 11,. (z) 
and by Corollary 2.3 this map is best possible. At the end of $2 we used Lemma 2.1 and the 
work of Thorn to show that if X is q - 1 connected, x-•fi,+,(X, Z), and n = [k - l/4], 
then p”* x is realizable by a map from a q + k dimensional manifold to X. In this section, 
we use Corollary 2.3 to show that in the stable range, that is, q > k + 1, 1-1, is the least positive 
integer with this property. 
Let I”+*’ be a manifold (with boundary) homotopy equivalent to K(N+‘nil) with 
r > N + 4n + 1. We have 1 E HN( V, Z) and its Poincart dual cp(l)~ H,( V, aV, Z). By the PL 
f-regularity theorem [14] applied to the map fpL: vr+lV + MSPL(N), there is a properly 
embedded PL submanifold L’, aL’ c I/r+N, aV’+N representing the homology class pn. q(z). 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose g: N’ -+ V/aV is any map satisfying g*([N]) = z; ~(1) where 
u, E Z and N’ is a closed PL manijbld. Then ,u, divides a, 
Proof. Let al’ x [0, l] c V be a collar neighborhood of aF’. Up to homotopy, we may 
assume that g is l-regular to 8 V x l/2. Thus we see that there is a manifold Nor with bound- 
ary, and a map gO:No’, aN<+ VI+N, av+N representing the class 2”. P(I). Namely, let 
Nd = N’ - g-*(aV x [0, l/2)) and aNor = g-‘(al/ x l/2) andreplace V,aV by the homeo- 
morphic pair ‘v - av x [0, l/2), dV x l/2. We are definitely not in the range of dimensions 
where such a map go is always homotopic to an embedding. But we can embed Nor, 
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8iVo’ c v x Sf dv x S’, where p > r, representing the homology class jr(z; Y(I)) where 
i: v x pt, 2l/ x pt --* I/ x Sp, dli x .Sp is a standard embedding. This embedded manifold 
with boundary gives rise to a mapf: Yr+.’ x Sp + MSPL(iV + p) satisfyingf*(u) = T,(I+~,) 
where GEE Hp(SP, Z) is the generator. But V is homotopy equivalent to K(,v7’ni1) hence, 
up to homotopy, f factors through a map f: Sp A K(.vc4”+1) = K(Z, ,V + p)(~vipi4n+1) -, 
MSPL(N + p). It then follows from Corollary 2.3 that ,u. divides 2”. 
Now v/al’ is an s - 1 connected space where s = r - (4n + 1) because Hj( v/aV) = 
Hrt,V-j(v) = Hr+2V-j(K(<Viln+l) 
). Moreover, by Lemma, 3.1, (P(I)E HS+Jn+ I(V/~V, Z) has 
the property required in Theorem 1.3 for q = s. 
For any (7 > 4n + 2, choose r, and hence s, suficientiy large and then desuspend the 
r = s + 4n + 1 skeleton of v/al’ to a 4 - 1 connected space X, desuspending the class cp(z) 
to a class x E: H q+JnC ,(X, Z). This desuspension is possible by well-known results in stable 
homotopy theory. Theorem 1.3 then follows easily from this discussion and the following 
obvious result. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let y E Hk( Y, Z). Suppose there is a manijold M’ and a map f : M” ---* Y with 
f&M]) = y. Then the composition f : S” x M” % S” A Mk’^L Sm/\ Y, where 71 is the 
natural projection, satisfies _i;([Sm x Mk]) = ayg Hmck(S" A Y, Z) where 6: Hk( Y, Z) = 
H,+k(SmA Y, Z) is the suspension isomorphism in homology. 
$4. PROOF OF LENliMA 2.1 
Brown and Peterson have constructed for each odd prime p, an IV - 1 connected space 
X, with the following properties [2] : 
(i) n,(XN) = @ Z in dimensions E N mod 2(p - 1) 
= 0 otherwise 
(ii) The k-invariants in a Postnikov resolution of X, have order a power of p. 
(iii) H*(XN, Zp) = A,/(Q,) in d’ lmensions <2N. Here A, is the mod p Steenrod algebra 
and (Q,) is the two-sided ideal generated by Q, . A,/(Qo) can also be thought of 
as the algebra generated by the reduced pth powers. 
An obstruction theory argument then implies that there is a map /?p:MSO(N) -+ 
17 S”‘A X,v = Y, inducing an isomorphism H*( r,, Z,) = H*(MSO(N), Z,) in dimensions 
< 2fV. (cf. 1.3 of [Z]). 
SUBLEMMA 4.1. There is a map fV:K(Y+J”t4) --) X,., satisfving f,*(u) = p[4n'2(p-1)1(z) 
bvhere u E H"(XN , 2) is a generator. 
Proof. We prove this with an elementary obstruction theory argument. By property (i) 
of ,I’, , the obstructions to constructing a suitable& lie in the groups 
HN+2q(p- ‘)+ ‘(K(Z, IV), @ Z). 
Consider the map jp:K(Z, IV)-+ K(Z, N) defined by j,*(z) = p. (I). Since 
H*(K(Z, IV), Z) has no p2-torsion in the stable range [4], we see by property (ii) of X, 
that j,‘:H*(K(Z, N), Z) + H*(K(Z, N),’ Z) kills the obstruction to extending a 
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map p).p+*dP-l)) -+ X,Y over K(‘v”q(p- ‘)+‘). That is, if we have constructed fjq) then 
fjq) * j, does extend to 
fd’l+i):K( 
N+lCq+ l)(p- 1)) ---* X,. 
Since K(~vc’“is)is IV + 4n + 4 dimensional, at most [-4n/‘2(p - l)] of these compositions 
withj, are needed to kill all obstructions. Thus we see that there is a mapf,: K(‘v’JniS) -+ X, 
with f,*(u) = p[4ni2(p-')1~ (I . 
We can now complete the proof of Lemma 2.1. We have a diagram : 
IwsO(N) 
1 8, 
p.v+-“pI y, c I;, 
L’ .b . 
Since p, is a homotopy equivalence mod the class of finite groups of order prime top, a 
simple obstruction theory argument implies that there is a “ lifting “fd : K’~vVCS”‘+4)+ MSO(N) 
satisfying fj*(Ll) = p[4n/2cp-1)1 f HI . (1) where m is relatively prime top. Since this is true for 
all odd primes p, and since the li-invariants of MSO(iV) are known to be odd torsion elements 
[ 13],we conclude that there is a mapf : K(Nf4n+4)-+ MSO(N) with f *(u) = flpr4"'2(p-')1(r) = 
P"' (1). 
55. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 1.1 is that im(H*(BSPL, Z) -+ H*(BSPL, Q)) 2 
Z[L,L’, .*.]. It is known that equality does not hold. Namely, 
L4 = 381p, + (decomposable terms) and 
L’, = 51 lop, + (decomposable terms) 
but using computations of Peterson on the mod p homotopy type of BSPL and results of [3], 
one can show that there are classes 
R, = 127~~ + (decomposable terms) 
R, = 511p, + (decomposable terms) 
belonging to im(H*(BSPL, Z[+]) --+ H*(BSPL, Q)). 
and 
The Whitney sum of microbundles induces an N-space structure on BSPL. It follows 
that im(H*(BSPL, Z) + H*(BSPL, Q)) and im(H*(BSPL, Z[+]) -+ H*(BSPL, Q)) are, in 
a natural way, Hopf algebras over the rings Z and Z[+], respectively. Of course, the Hopf 
algebra structure of im(H”(BS0, Z) -+ H*(BSO, Q)) = Z[p,p, .**] is well known and is 
described by the Whitney formula A(p,) = 2 pi @ pi. 
i+j=n 
CONJECTURE 5.1. im(H*(BSPL, Z[+]) -+ H*(BSPL, Q)) = Z[+][RIR2 *..] where the 
classes Rj E H4j (BSPL, Q) are completely described by 
(1) A(RJ = C Ri 0 Rj 
i+j=n 
and 
(2) R, = (2*“- 1 - l)num(B,,/4n)p, + (decomposable terms). 
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Here B, is the nth Bernoulli number and num(B,,/4n) is the numerator of the rationa 
number BJ4n written as a fraction in lowest terms. 
The author has verified this conjecture in dimensions 124, that is, for j 2 6 [3]. The 
first three classes Rj are: 
R, = PI 
R2 = 7p, - 3p,’ 
R, = 31p, - 24p,p2 + 7p,3. 
The odd integer (7’“-’ - l)num(B,/4n) is familiar in differential topology. It is the 
largest odd divisor of the order of the cyclic group bps, consisting of exotic 4n - 1 spheres 
which bound n.manifolds [7]. 
The author has no reasonable conjecture for im(H*(BSPL, Z) -+ H*(BSPL, Q)). In 
fact, in dimension 12 it is not known if the class R, = (l/2)(& - 5L’, L’, + 7~5’:) is integral. 
Regarding the problem of realizing homology classes by manifolds, Thorn proved that 
all integral homology classes of dimension 56 are realizable [ 1 I]. Hence Theorem 1.2 is 
not best possible for q = 0, 1. The smallest multiple of all k-dimensional homology classes 
which can be realized by manifolds seems difficult to determine. 
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